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Introduction
In Greek mythology, Hyperion, the
titan of the light, was born as the son
of Gaia (Earth, "Terra") and Uranos

(Sky). He was the father of Selene, the
goddess of the moon ("Luna"). He
brought light into darkness and just
like him, Hyperion Protocol is going
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to shed light on the ever-growing

and to never miss any opportunity

network of TeFi, so that everybody

due to lack of knowledge.

can optimize their daily yield.
The best way to optimize your yield is
to know your balance. At the moment
of writing, there are approx. 25
protocols in TeFi, where coins, CW20
Tokens, or LP Tokens are staked,
rewards are earned and airdrops are
claimed with 100+ protocols still in

is

getting

more

and

more

complicated to keep an overview of
your assets, to profit from potential
airdrops, and to closely monitor the
ever-changing APR%.
This

knowledge

is

key

for

the

optimized yield and therefore we are
aiming to develop a tool, where every
user

can

see

Our

launch

product

dashboard,

the

Hyperboard
Station

will

a

Hyperboard.

connects

via

Chrome

respectively

be

Terra

Extension

WalletConnect

on

a

mobile device to the user’s wallet

the starting blocks.
It

Launch Product (PHASE 1)

his/her

assets,

(users who do not want to use these
options

can

enter

their

public

address manually) and shows all
assets of the specific wallet. These
assets can be filtered and sorted and
will

be

displayed

in

different

categories. All APR% and APY% for
governance and liquidity pool staking
will be displayed as well as the EDY.

unclaimed rewards and airdrops,
actual

Annual

Percentage

Rate

(APR%), Annual Percentage Yield
(APY%), and the Estimated Daily Yield
(EDY).
By doing this we provide everybody
with all the information needed to
achieve the highest yield possible
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user and is shown for Luna, per

How is DPR% calculated?

token, and the whole wallet.
In phase 1, the Daily Percentage Rate
(DPR%) will be calculated on current
APR%.
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After

+,-

implementation

of

the

Hyperion Database in phase 2, the
calculation of the daily yield is

By using the Hyperboard, the user

optimized by including the historical

gets all the information about his/her

values of the last 24 hours.

investments in the Luna ecosystem
instantly at a glance. New tokens and
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course, there will also be a mobile

How is APY% calculated?

𝐴𝑃𝑌 % = )1 +

protocols will be added on the fly. Of

version of the Hyperboard.
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To handle the high amount of API
queries, we will also establish a

APR%

Compounded APY%
annual

monthly

weekly

validator and full node to provide

daily

150%

150%

310.99%

338,79%

346.79%

300%

300%

1,355.19%

1,748.44%

1,884.09%

500%

500%

6,434.50%

11,747.67%

14,246.42%

800%

45,839.37%

17,0681.87%

273,335.05%

800%
1,000%

1,000% 144,077.41%

940,307.48% 1,925,451.84%

additional decentralization and to
cover our costs. Delegators to our
validator are going to be rewarded
additionally

How is EDY calculated?

during

our

planned

token launch.

𝐸𝐷𝑌 = 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑘𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 × 𝐷𝑃𝑅 %
EDY is calculated for delegated Luna
and each CW20 token held by the
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from claiming airdrops or selling

Alert Function

The

Hyperboard

also

shows

unclaimed airdrops, unstaked LP
tokens, and open governance votes
with a basic alert function.

tokens for UST as collateral. On
average each of these transactions
takes 10-15 seconds, so now with
approx. 25 protocols this procedure
takes about 20-25 minutes. Looking
at our APR%/APY% table above, it
becomes clear that the yield gets
higher if the user reinvests rewards
more frequently.

Further Developments

After launching our first release,
which will already be a powerful tool
for every Luna Staker, we will be
adding even more useful features to
the Hyperboard, which will on the
one hand increase the EDY% and on
the other hand reduce the time to do
so.

On average there are at least 3
transactions needed for each staking
procedure for each CW20 LP Token
pool. Additional transactions come
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Additional Alerts

Hype Buttons (PHASE 2)
We will therefore provide Hype
buttons for each protocol as well as a
Multi Hype button.

To protect the user, we will introduce
a warning if the user tries to claim
rewards whose value is lower than

These will cover the possibility to
claim all pending rewards (staking

the fees due. The user will be able to
override these recommendations.

rewards and airdrops) and to either
recompound, restake, sell them for

Push Notifications

$Luna or $UST or only claim them as
well as distribute the claimed tokens

As a service for our users, there will

between

be a reminder bot service. This bot

these

options

in

a

percentage defined by the user.

can

Transactions for all these activities

information according to the user’s

are going to be generated in the right

choice:

order and will be sent to the network
with only one click through the users’
Terra

Station

wallet

extension

respectively wallet connect on the
user’s mobile device. There will be a
service fee for each protocol during
these Hype Optimization procedures,

provide

the

following

1) APR%/APY% drops to 0 for a
specific protocol
2) Claimable airdrops
3) Claimable rewards above a
specified threshold
4) Open governance votes for a
specific protocol

which can be lowered via our Tier

5) Set time for claim reminder

system,

6) Alerts

which

presented later.

is

going

to

be

for

newly

added

different

farming

protocols
7) Alert

for

pools with higher yield for a
specific protocol
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Trend Database

We will implement the Hyperion
Database to store historical data so
that we can show past trends of
token prices and APR%.

Multiple Wallet Providers

In Phase 2, Hyperboard will support
additional wallet providers, eg XDEFI
Wallet or LEAP Wallet.
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$hype Features

Hype token (Phase 3)
The token of the Hyperion protocol is
going to be $hype. $hype will have
different use cases, all of which are
going to help our users to benefit
from our protocol and to hype their
yield.

All features of our $hype token, apart
from the aforementioned tier system,
will be released once we have our
Hyperboard up and running. We can
only promise you that Hyperion
Protocol will unveil unheard-of yield
opportunities.

Tier System

We will introduce a tier system for
$hype single stakers. This tier system
will consist of 4 tiers, which will
reduce the service fee for Hyperion
Optimization

procedures.

Single

staking rewards will be paid from a
dedicated

pool,

which

will

be

replenished with tokens from our
monthly buyback and burn activities.
a. Tier 0 → no reduced fee
b. Tier 1 → 10% reduction
c. Tier 2 → 15% reduction
d. Tier 3 → 25% reduction

Buyback and Burn

We are going to perform a monthly
buyback and burn operation by using
10% of the fees, which have been
collected the previous month and
buy $hype from the market. 50% of
these tokens will be redistributed to
the users of the Hyperboard based
on the percentage of transactions
and the Single Staking Pool. The
other

50%

will

be

permanently

burned until a total supply of 50 MM
$hype tokens is reached. From this
point on all bought back tokens will
be redistributed without further burn
and consequent decrease in the
supply.
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Angel Protocol

1% of the fees which have been
collected the previous month will be
donated

towards

Angel

Protocol

monthly (no termination).
Airdrop

15% of the total supply of $hype
tokens is going to be airdropped to
the users of the Luna ecosystem.
6,000,000 of these airdropped tokens
will be dropped during a genesis
airdrop (1,000,000 to Luna stakers,
2,000,000 additionally exclusively to
Hyperion delegators, and 3,000,000
to users of the Hyperboard based on
the percentage of the completed
transactions).
9,000,000

The

$Hype

remaining

tokens

will

be

dropped biweekly for 2 years to
Hyperion validator delegators and
Hyperboard users.
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ROADMAP

Q1 2022

•

Hyperboard (Desktop and Mobile)

•

Rewards and Airdrops

•

Estimated Daily Yield (EDY)

•

Governance Votes

•

Basic Alerts (on screen)

Q2 – Q3 2022

•

Hype Buttons (Transactions)

•

Additional Alerts

•

Push Notifications

•

Trend Database

•

Support for multiple wallet providers

Q4 2022 – Q1 2023

•

$hype Token

•

Tier System

•

[redacted]

•

[redacted]

•

[redacted]
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Team
Kreios
Idea provider, product owner

Okeanos
Business development

Koios
Social media, marketing

Kronos
Scrum master, project manager

Uranos

IT infrastructure, homepage

Iapetos
Software architect

Thetys

Frontend developer

Theia

Fullstack developer

Themis

Backend developer
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